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A short history of the LMS

 1975 -1984: various regional models in The Netherlands using discrete choice

 1985: LMS operational (national scale)

 1990: Netherlands Regional Models (NRM)
 Same model structure and specification as LMS, largely the same coefficients

 2007-2011: Re-estimation -> base year 2004: GM1 (before this: LMS7)

 2012-2014: Re-estimation on national trip diary survey + SP data on mode-
ToD choice -> base year 2010: GM2 <- used here for RRM-LMS

 2015-2016: Re-estimation on national trip diary survey + rail sample + SP data 
on mode-ToD choice -> base year 2014: GM3 
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Objectives LMS: provide:

 Mobility (e.g. passenger km per mode and purpose) and traffic forecasts
(network use) in the medium to long run 
□ used in many official transport documents.

 Effects of infrastructure projects and other policy measures at the 
national scale
□ used in cost-benefit analyses following OEI-guidelines.
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Forecasts for congestion on main road network
for various scenarios
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Overview of 24 cost-benefit analyses for road
projects 2004-2014 (mainly NRM; source: CPB/PBL)
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Main principles of LMS

1. Spatial model (1406 zones in NL, 1565 in total) and network model (road: 
80 000 links).
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Tour-based

TOUR: chain of TRIPS that begins and ends at home
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Prototypical Sample (PS) application (GM2)

More than 70 000 households from national trip diary survey.

Distributed over 342 categories (household size, workers, age, income).

Also established distribution for each of 1406 zones -> 1406 x 342 expansion 
factors.

Apply choice models to PS to get choice probabilities.

Enumerate choice probabilities over sample. 

Expand outcomes for every zone. 

Different expansion factors for 2010 and 2030 (by scenario).
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Main principles of LMS

1. Spatial model (1406 zones in NL, 1565 in total) and network model (road: 
80 000 links).

2. Disaggregate submodels: unit of observation is person or household.

3. Random Utility Models RUM (MNL and nested logit).

4. Tour-based choice model (no full ABM such as ALBATROSS).

5. Applied on Prototypical Sample.

6. Pivot-point method.
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Pivot point application to effectively combine 
sample survey and OD/count data

a. The disaggregate models give growth per OD cell 2010-2030.

b. This growth is applied to base OD matrix (source: traffic counts).

c. This gives future year OD matrix.

Best-known: multiplicative pivoting:

	 	
where:
P1: the predicted number of trips for a future year 1;
S1: the synthetic (=modelled) number of trips in future year 1;
S0: the synthetic number of trips in base year 0;
B0: the base matrix with the ‘observed’ number of trips in the base year 0.
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The model structure
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Car ownership and tour frequency (number of 
tours per person by purpose on an average 
working day) models are binary logit-> not 
interesting for RRM-LMS.

In RRM-LMS no feedback to tour frequency.

Assignment is aggregate -> not interesting for 
RRM-LMS.



Tour purposes

Travel purposes:

 Commuting

 Business (home-based, non-home-based)

 Education (12-, 12+)

 Shopping (12-, 12+)

 Social, recreational and other (12-, 12+, non-home-based).
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Modes and destination choice

Given 1406 origin zones there is a choice among 1406 destination zones and 6
main modes:

 Car-driver

 Car-passenger

 Train

 Bus/tram/metro

 Walking

 Cycling.
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Departure time choice (ToD)

Internally: for car choice among 9 periods (45 combinations of 
departure and arrival time) 

Outputs:

 Morning peak (7-9 h.)

 Evening peak (16-18 h.)

 Rest of the day.
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Station choice

Given the origin zone, the destination zone and train as main mode, there is 
a choice of:

 Station pair (up to 36 alternatives)

 Access mode (car driver, car passenger, BTM, walk, cycle) and 

egress mode (same minus car driver) to/from station
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Mode-Destination-ToD-Station choice 
estimation
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Simultaneous or sequential estimation? 
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Computational considerations

Sequential estimation of RUM model for important travel purposes
(commute, especially ‘other’) takes several days already. 

Running the RUM-LMS (forecasting) takes half a day (more for large NRMs).
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Mode and destination choice (LMS7, GM1) 

Depends on time and cost (from networks, train timetables), attractiveness 
of zones and socio-economics.
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Vzijp = pTzj + piln(Czj) + pDpj + …  
z: origin zone 
i : person type 
j: destination zone and transport mode combination
p: travel purpose 
V: representative utility 
T: travel time (comprising various components with their own coefficients)
C: travel cost
D: attractiveness of the destination zone (destination utility) for a specific activity 



 Functional form in GM2:

 For comparison with RRM we estimated a RUM GM2 version with linear cost

 Functional form in GM3:

 Determine optimal γ with respect to loglikelihood, Value of Time, 
elasticities and trip length (distribution)

Cost function in GM2 and 3 
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Vcost=βcost·
log cost      if cost>e
cost

e
               if cost≤e  

=βcost·(γ·costi+(1-γ)·log(costi)·
E cost

E log cost
) 



Strong points

 Detail on households and persons, and on traffic flows (base matrix).

 Theoretical foundation: RUM.

 Use of tours instead of trips.

 Large number of zones and explicit networks.

 Includes departure time choice.

 Congestion is treated.
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Weak points

 Not explicitly activity-based (but can use ALBATROSS).

 Locations of households and firms are taken as given (but can use TIGRIS-
XL). 

 For some applications one needs more detail (but can use NRM).

 There are other choice paradigms (such as RRM)

 The amount of truck traffic does not react to congestion.

 (Run time - NRM).
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Future?

 ‘It is very difficult to make predictions ….
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Future?

 ‘It is very difficult to make predictions ….
… especially about the future’ – Danish proverb
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Future?

 ‘It is very difficult to make predictions ….
… especially about the future’ – Danish proverb

 ‘It is far better to foresee even without certainty than not to foresee at 
all’ – Henri Poincaré, French mathematician, 1854-1912
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Future? (I)

 GM3: more focus on rail than in GM2 

 LMS with unobserved heterogeneity

 Use of logsum in evaluation instead of time gains (using external VTT)

 Demand forecasts with 95% confidence interval
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Future? (II)

 More use of simpler model and of more complicated model(s):
□ Fast elasticity-based model for initial quick-scan

□ Joint passenger-freight transport model

□ Integrated land-use / transport model (extension of Tigris XL that includes LMS 
as well as residential and employment location choice models)

□ Extend to full ABM (scheduling over the day, joint choice making in household, 
discrete micro-simulation)

□ Integrate travel time reliability and comfort into behavioural models

□ RRM-LMS
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